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The current selection system of Korean military cfiicers
for pcstgr aduate education in management is descrirec and
analyzed. The aethcd of validation analysis is used to
analyze the current selection system.
Three factors tc use for increasing the effectiveness of
the current selecticr system are developed. The first
factcr ccrcerns the tricrity cf the predictors based on the
validation analysis. The seccnd concerns personal charac-
teristics i cr consideration in the selection of officers for
aanagemer t education. The third concerns procedural ccisid-
eraticns fcr increasing the cverall effectiveness of the
selecticr process.
finally, on the tases of the three factors developed, a
rew selecticn model, applicarle to selecting Korean aili-
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Id tie past decades, there has been a great enphasis en
the art cf directing the military personnel and of getting
the nest effective wcrk from them, aicng with the purpose
cf (1) The fortification of self-defence power, (2) Ihe
modern izaticn of the nilitary equipment, and (3) The devel-
opment of the defense-industry. Under these organizational
requests/ the nilitary desires to increase the number of
highly qualified officers who can manage the nilitary
perscrrel and modern weapons efficiently. As a result, the
nilitary has begun to educate some of its officers in the
field cf naragement.
lie management education has two important objectives:
Ihe improvement of the officers' general qualities as
iianagers and, the supplying cf professional and specialized
nilitary staff.
There is one element in the profession of ams that
transcends all ethers in impcrtance. This is the human
element . No matter what the weapons of the future may he,
no matter how they are to he employed rn war or interna-
tional diplomacy, nan will still he the most inpertant
factor in naval operations. Ihe need for good leadership is,
therefore, a constant factor ££ef. 1J. Moreover, the leader
cf hunan organization in a free society is charged with the
responsibility cf developing a complex and coordinated
systen cf responses from many individual centers of reaction
and initiative £Ref. 2]. As the military personnel reguires
a more rationalized system and anticipates more complex and
diversified responses from the leaders, along with the
higher educational level of the military enlisted personnel
under tie conscription system , there has been a great
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increase in the need for officers with education at the
postgraduate level tc prepare them for the extreme variety
cf rcles beyond the traditional officer's combat skills.
lie grcwing complexities cf the officer's duties and
intersive emphasis cf highly rational and sophisticated
nilitaiy organiza tiers causes the military officers to
increase the professional knowledge through formal manage-
ment education, alone with the modernization of the military
€<guipnert and specialization cf tneir duties. Under these
demands, the military has increased formal and postgraduate
level education to neet the reguirements cf these vital
rcles
.
After the ccnpleticn of management education, they have
teen and will be assigned to the special staff of the Head
Quarters and will beccme the managers of the important mili-
tary cr ganizations. In the past decades, a number cf Kcrean
officers have teen sent tc the United States ^aval
fostgraduate School fcr the postgraduate level of naragemen t
educaticr. Especially, in the past five years, the numter of
Korean students in tie Administrative Science Department of
MPS has teen greatly increased compared with the earlier
years. 1 In this phase, a gocd selection system of Korean
efficers for the management education must he prctcsed to
increase the successful completion of management education
and pctertial benefits for the military organization through
the selecticn of the highly qualified officers ameng the
candidates. Managerial selection is the initial detemir.a-
tion as tc whether leadership and managerial ability is
possessed; and the secondary, and perhaps more impcrtart,
deter m inaticn of the degree to which such ability is
l 1he following is the numter of Korean students whe have
graduated and will craduate from management curriculum of
SPS in the respective year: '79=1, '31=1, '82=4, '£3=6,
•84=S- "lhis data ccmes froir the Administrative Science
Cepar tment.
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possessed. [fief- 3]. However, the judgement and evaluation
cf the perscnal characteristics of potential managers is r.ot
supported hith the current selection system. Furthermore,
the MS grade distribution study shows tnat the average
grade of the Administrative Science students in the last
five vears is 3.55. 2 Hut, out of the Korean students whc had
graduated from the maiagement curriculum at NPS, only 1C.c% 3
cr then had attained a grade higher than this average. Of
course, there are maiy controversies concerning the suhject
cf the relationship retween academic performance and mana-
gerial ability and effectiveness. But, Harreil and Hairell
[Eef. 4] reported a direct relationship between academic
perfcmarce in postgraduate education in management and
managerial success as measured by management compensation
some years after the graduaticn. Furthermore, the Kcrean
military Manpower Planning Department regards high academic
perfcimance as a gocd indicator of an effective manager.
Iherefcre, f this stud} aims at evaluating the pricrities cf
the predictcrs of the current selection system, increasing
the efficiency cf the methcd of identifying the personal
characteristics of effective candidates for management
education, and making new selection strategies to take the
high academic performance from the overseas educatior by
means cf increasing the efficiency of the current selection
systen. Chapter I presents an introduction. Chapter II
presents a general discussion of selection iicdel for
providing the analytical basis of the current selection
systen. Chapter III presents a description and analysis of
the current selecticn system based on the general mcdel.
2 1his scurce cones from " Ihe NPS Grade Distribution
Stud}."
3 Cut cf 19 Korean students, only 2 students had attained
a grace richer than the average grade of 3.55. This infor-




Chapter IV presents the personal characteristics tc taice
into account for management education and the identification
method. Chapter V is proposed as a real selecticr model
rased on the consideration of the conditional elements of
Korean nilitary crgarization ard the analysis results of the




General model of the personnel selection process will be
presented and discussed for providing the analysis basis of
the current selection model and the frame of tne real selec-
tion ccdel.
A. lEirillCNAJ, HODEI
lie goal of the selection process is to capitalize on
individual differences in order to select those persons who
possess the greatest amount of particular characteristics
judged iupcrtant for jot success £Bef. 5].
lie traditional selection ocdel underlying this approach
is presented in figure 2.1.
1 Jot Analysis
A job is a collection of tasks that can be performed
by a single employee to contribute to the production of seme
product or service an organization provide. Each jet has
certain ability reguirements as well as rewards associated
with it. Jcb analysis is the process used to identify these
reguirements [fief. 6]. Job analysis is an elaborate inves-
tigation and analysis of the job by means of observation,
interviews, and detailed checklists [fief. 7]. Job analysis
is the ccrnerstone of the entire selection process. Cn the
basis of this information, one or more sensitive, relevant,
and reliable criteria are selected. At the same time, one or
more predictors (e.g., measures of aptitude, ability,
interest) are selected which presumably bear some relation-





































figure 2.1 The Traditional Model of The Selection frccess.
2 . Ire dictpr
Organizations use a wide variety of selection
instr umer.ts and procedures to assist in making selection
decisions, including tests, application blanks, interviews,
and training and experience reguirements. collectively,
these are kr.own as predictors £Bef. 6]. The actual decision
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to use a predictor must be rased on an overall assessment of
its likely usefulness. These factors are the size cf the
validity coefficient, the selection ratio, and the tase rate
£fief- 5]-
• Validity coefficient: Ihe validity coefficient is
defined as the correlation between predictor and
criterion scores. The greater the validity ccef ficiert
,
the ncre useful a predictor will he [Eef. 5]-
• iii^cticn ratio:
The selection ratic is defined as figure 2.2.
Numler of applicants hired
Selection Ratio=
Ictal number of applicants
L
Figure 2-2 Selection Ratio.
Assuming that the predictor is valid, the lower the
selecticr ratio, the more useful the predictor will he in
identifying successful applicants [Eef. 6].
• Base rate: In deciding whether or not to use a new
predictor, the current base rate enters into the decision
process. Ihe base rate is defined as the percentage cf
currert enployees that are considered effective cr
successful, and thus ranges frcm 0.0 percent to 100 percent.
Kitn lewer tase rates, there is more room for imprcvenent,




Criterion is standard which can be used is yardstick
for measuring employees' success or failure [fief. 5]. This
definition is guite aceguate within the context of personnel
selection, placement, and performance evaluation. It is
useful when prediction is irvclved - that is, in the estab-
lishment of a functional relationship between one variable,
the predictcr, and ancther variable, the criterion [fief. 5]-
** • Assessment of Valid ity
Criterion-related validity means that a predictcr is
associated with a criterion. To perform the validation
study, scores on both predictcr and criterion measures mtst
te obtained from job applicants or employees. there are two
different approachs cr designs for doing this - concurrent
and predictive validation £Bef. 6 J.
a. Concurrent Validation
In concurrent validation, both predictcr and
criterion scores are cbtained from employees concurrently on
the jet which the validation study is being cenducted









Obtain predictor „* !Obtain criterion
scores scores
figure 2.3 Concurrent Validation Design.
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This design has been criticized on several
points: (1) lest scores are obtained from individuals
already employed in the job, therefore, the results may net
apply tc the applicants objectively. (2) It is possible
that current employees change by developing carticuiar
skills necessary for success en the job. (3) Job incumbents
may also respond differently while taking the tests than job
applicants.
But, the concurrent design is more expedient and
less costly than predictive validity, so it is the acre
commonly used procedure £Eef- 6].
t. Predictive Validity
Predictive validity refers to employees teing
tested prior to employment and hired in some basis ctler
than the test scores. Then, at a later time, job jeriorm-
ance neasures are ccllected and correlated with the test
scores £ Eef . 8 ].
Figure 2.4 shews the essential feature of
jredictive validation.
lime period 1 >Hire >Time period 2 I
I r* j
Jet applicants Current employees
Cttain predictor Obtain criterion
scores scores
Figure 2« 4 Predictive Validation Design.
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This strategy has following problems: (1) Many
organizations have neither the time ncr the resources to
conduct a longitudinal predictive study. (2) Organizations
are scnetimes required by law to make decisions on the basis
of tests. In U.S V. City. Louis(1976) the court ruled that a
predictive validity design was inappropriate due to the
length cf time reguired to conducted such a study in view cf
the legal duty of the organization to establish a valid
selecticc procedure iimediately £Bef. 8].
A variation of the predictive- validity design is
to use the test in naming the selection decisions {e. g
.
, by
establishing a cut cff score) , and to collect jcb-
perf cruarce data. Then, measures of association between the
test and jch performance are computed £fief. 8],
5- ^^termination of The Selection Strategy
In personnel selection the name of the game is
prediction, for mere accurate predictions result in greater
cost savings (monetary as well as social) £Eef- 5],
a. The Concept of Selection Error
At what level the cut score is established has
substantial implications for selection error. Illustration
cf this situation refers to figure 2.5 [Eef- 6].
• fzU^dzant I represents those individuals for whom success
was predicted, ard who were indeed successful.
• ^^drant II represents these individuals for whom
success was not predicted, but who did not succeed in
the jet.
• i^^drant III represents those individuals fcr whom
success was not predicted and who actually did not





















.ow Predictor score High
i
Figure 2.5 Scatter Diagram Showing Selection Errcr
• £.U3drant IV represents those individuals fcr whom
success was net predicted, hut who actually would
succeed if hired.
Quadrant II and IV represent selecticr error
£Bef. 8].
By the CP.IIE model, personal costs of selection
identify two general types cf costs - actual costs and
potential costs. Actual costs include expenses actually
incurred ir attaining a specific guota of individuals.
Eotential ccsts include those expenses incurred as a result
cf ericnecus selectici decisions.
C) Potential Costs. Potential costs light be
incurred if a wrcng selection is made:
* Jl^cnecus acceptance costs: Expenses involved in
accenting a subsequent failure into program - record-
keeping costs, termination costs, costs of undesirable
jet behavior such as naterials or equipment damaged;
less of customers, clients, or patients; Loss of gcod
will, etc., and costs incurred in replacing failing
enplcyee.
• Il^cnecus rejection costs : Expenses involved in
rejectir.g a person who would have been successful if
giver the opportunity - competitive disadvantage if he
is hired by another firm, and costs of recruitir.c and
assessing an additional applicant to replace the
rejectee.
(2) Actual Costs. Actual costs are actually
incurred in hirirg the applicants;
• Jiscruitincj. and assessment costs : Salaries of persenrei
stcfi, advertising expenses, travel expenses, and
testing personnel evaluation costs.
• Jlj3ucticn and orientation costs: Administrative costs
of adding the employee to the payroll, and salaries of
the new employee and ethers responsible for orierting
him to his new jet.
• Experim ent al variable costs: Additional expenses
involved in administering the new procedure.
• llii^i^^ costs: Salaries of training and development
staff, salary of the new employee during trainirg, and
costs of any special materials, or facilities for
trailing [fief. 5% £fief. 9].
Obviously, raising selection stardard
fr.e., decreasing the selection ratio) has mixed cense-
guences. Ihere is a cost trade-off involved when selection
standards are changed. These cost changes may be summarized
as f i cure 2.6.
There are inherent trade-offs tetween
erroneous rejection and erroneous acceptance selection
error. Ihus, establishment of any particular hiring standard
Increase Decrease










Pigure 2-6 Selection Cost Trade Off.
needs to be rased on the organization's relative willingness
to ccnnit erroneous acceptance, as opposed to errcrecus
rejecticn, selection error. One way to express this will-
ingness, and then drive a hiring standard, is to couch it in
terms of nirimizing the total costs of selection [Ref. 5 ].
t. Hiring Standards ard Cost Minimization
Actual ccsts involve those of recr ui tnent,
selection, and training. Potential costs are those that will
re incurred if a selection errcr is made [Ref. 6], IHe
levels of these costs will vary according to the cut sccre
cr hiring standard that might be used en the predictor. As
the cut sccre is raised, some cf these ccsts will increase
and ethers will decrease. Typically, as the cut sccre
rises, so does the ccsts of recruitment, selecticn, and
false negative error. On the ether hand, costs of training
and false positive error will decrease as the cut sccre
rises. Hence, it will be necessary to establish a cut sccre
that fliniirizes total costs - actual plus potential costs
[Ref. 10]- Figure 2.1 shows a typical relationship between





figure 2.7 Relationship between Cutoff Score and Staffing Cost.
c. Assessment of Utility
Utility refers to the overall usefulness of a
selection system. Tte concept includes the accuracy of the
decisions made, but also concerns a consideration cf the
costs of using the selection system and the costs associated
kith the errors in tte decisions made [Eef. 8].
The optinal strategy is the one that maximizes
the expected utility for the institution across all pcssitle
cutccnes £Eef. 11].
Statistical formulas have been developed to
generate utility estinates. *
4 f. I. Schmidt, J. E. Hunter, R- C. McKenzie, and T. R.
Kulder, "Inpact of Valid Selection Procedures on Work-force
Productivity," Journal cf Applied Psychology, 197S, Volume
64, p £ . 6C6-625.
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The cost of attaining personnel requirement
(CAPEF) acdel is a decision -oriented, systemic selection
model desicied tc evaluate the cost consequences of alterra-
tive recruiting -selection strategies £Ref. 5]. Therefore,
one way tc evaluate utilities in dollar terms is by means of
CAPER, 5 a decision-criented, systematic selection ncdel
which can provide careful planning information tc nelp
managers make Letter informed and wiser personnel decisions
[Ref- 5]- Eut # combining utility approaches with cost mini-
mization accroaches has not yet formally been done. Ihe
potential pay offs frcm having such models are great. I r. the
meantime, personnel/human resource managers should
constantly tear in mind both ccst and benefits in the admin-
istration or staffing systems £Ref. 6 J.
E. "UEICA1 DEVICES iKE EVENTS OE SELECTION PROCESS
The piccess of selecting employees is an important sutpro-
cess cf the broader staffing process. Systems designed for
the management of this subprocess almost universally include
application blanks and interviews. In addition tc these
devices, psychological tests, reference checks, and physical
examinations are often used £Ref. 7],
Among the devices in the selection process, The applica-
tion llaik, interviev, and reference checks seen tc nave
lets cf implications for increasing the efficiency cf the
current selection system for overseas education.
1 - Application llanic
Ihe purpose cf the application blank is tc secure
desired information fiom an applicant in a form convenient
for evaluating the applicant's .qualifications. It also
~fc. A. Sands, "A Method for Evaluating Alternative
Requirement-Selection Strategies: The CAPER Model." Journal












figure 2-8 Typical Cevice and Events of Selection Process.
serves as a convenient device for circulating information
about the applicant tc appropriate members of managenert and
as a useful device fci storing information for later refer-
ence< £Bef. 7].
£cme organizations may use a short form for crelini-
nary screening or in the event cf no immediate vacancies and
a longer fcrm when the applicant is being considered for a
specific vacancy. Ike short form is easier to file and
reguircs less time tc complete but still provides enough
infomaticn for preliminary screening [Eef- 7]. When the
6 5e£umes (background summaries) contain similar infcrira-
tion, tut the format is the applicant's design, rather than
the organization's. Resumes are used by job - seekers in
initiating contact with employers and are often requested by
companies in their recruiting advertisements. p. ztt, foot-
note £Bef. 7].
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Education Department try to check the general qualification
cf the applicants of management education, the application
Hank can he used fcr preliminary screening device and for
gathering general background data in predicting the
successful academic performance cf overseas education.
2. Interview
is in the case of the application blank, the assump-
tion undering the interview is that data can he obtained
which will te useful in predicting s\iccess on the jet. Shile
obtaining such data is its main objectives, most interviews
have nulti^le purpose. The interview extends the process of
developing sources cf applicants. Other purposes cf the
interview might te screening for further referal, advising
applicants about alternatives in employment, and furthering
public relations. Objectives cf group interview might te to
assess personalities and to see who emerges as the leader
£Eef. 7]. Purpose distinguishes an interview from a casual
conversation. Interviewing objectives are many and varied.
The purpose of the interview may be: to explore another's
mind or sentiments; to obtain information in regard to
specific situations or attitudes; to establish eligibility;
to impart health infermatior; to ascertain health habits; to
evaluate resources;tc motivate to action; to give advice; to
seek advice; and so en indefinitely. There may be a general
purpose for the entire interview with more specific minor
objectives which may be modified during the course cf the
interview £Eef. 12],
3- Ref erence Checks
The checking cf reference is one of the procedures
used in the emplcymert system cf most firms. It consists of
verif jicg information given by an applicants or of ottaining
additional information by communicating with previous
employers cr other references/ or of both methods. Checks
en references are made by mail or by telephone and occasion-
ally Id person.
!Ihe opinions of previous employers and otters kho
know the applicant are generally useful in rounding cut the
picture cf potential performance on a particular jot. Here
again, the assumption is made that data obtained in
reference-checking are useful in predicting successful
pert crirarce . There is considerable "face validity" in this
assumption, since previous performance is usually a fair
predictor cf future performance £Bef. 7].
Ite device cf checking reference is useful in assem-
bling the persocal cata of the applicants.
Cverall, the application blank, interview, and
refer eEce-checking car be used to contribute to the cverall
effectiveness of the selection process.
2 7
Ill- CCEBENT SELECTION PBOCESS
A. IESCEIP1ION QF TEE CUEBEN1 SISTEM
1 - 2k!z Cu££.§Jit Selection System
a. Required £ualif ications
The rasic Qualifications of officers fcr ucst-
graduate .level nanacement education is essentially tased on
the fcllcwing factors:
(1) Bark: Captain cr above.
(2) Caieei: Company level of commander.
(3) Service tecoid: nonjudicial punishment during the
military service.
(4) fast performance: Eating of middle or atove.
(5) Total grade at university: Average or atove.
t. The currert selection process
Figure 3.1 shows the current selection process. 7
C) Aii Units. Each unit decides the present
and future needs cf management personnel based en (a)
Advancement, (bj Transfer, (c) Resignation, (d) Retirements,
cr (d) New positions.
7 ltis information comes fnem the Education Department of
the Kcrean nilitary Head Quarters: The Selection Process for




















figure 3.1 The Current Selection Process.
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(2) H^£ISw§£ Ii.3J2.£i£il Depart me rt. F.ar power
Elan e ie g Department ligures out the present and future total
Eeeds ci tie personnel and determines the required numter
for overseas educatici.
(3) Education Department. The Education
CepartmeEt recruits and selects the number of personnel
based ci the deteminaticn cf the Manpower Flaming
Department.
• Eecruitnent: Tie Education Department advertises the
detailed contents to the gualified officers throughout
all the units. If the gualified officers wart tc take
tie opportunity cf the fornal education, they aust hand
is tie required form at the Education Department. After
deciding the g ualificaticn about the testirg, the
results of the decision are delivered to all the candi-
dates.
• Ijnitial ECL test: All the candidates should take the
ECL 8 test. The Education Department regards the ECL
score as the mcst important factor of the education
selection.
• 5^i§ili^w: After the initial ECL test, the Education
Eepartment consists of th€ committee to interview the
candidates. Prinarily, the contents of the interview
consist of (a) Verfcal ability, (b) Mental attitudes, (c)
Motives of education, (d) Physical attitudes, and (e)
Goals cf military life. Ey the interview, the committee
tries tc analyze the mental attitudes about the educa-
tion and military service. Therefore, the interview is
net a specific and differentiating tool for management
education but a general tocl for overall guality.
8 ECI: English Conprehensicn Level test. Initial ECL test
is given to the applicant by the Education Department cf the
Korean nilitary. Fcrnal EC I test is given to the applicant
by the Education Department of U. S. 8th Corps in Korea.
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(^) JLirEii Selection. The Education Department
decides the adequate officers for the formal education among
the candidates. Ihe rriority of the selection decision is as
fclicks :
(a) Sccre of the initial ECL test.
(t) Result ox interview.
(c) University gxade.
(d) Past terf crmance and career.
(5) Trairjin^ at the Military lanSi^^e Schccl.
Aftex the decision ci the first selection, all the selectee
should receive the English training course for six Tenths.
Eut, if the selectee is unable to take the English language
course due to the completion of his career, they are
exempted fxcm the English training course. In this case,
they are responsible for increasing their English ability
and preparing fox the foxmal ECL test on theix own.
(6) Final Selection . The Education Department
applies all the candidates to the NPS and the cardidates
should receive admission from NPS. Simultaneously, all the
candidates should take formal ECL test at the Education
Eepartment cf the U.£. 8th Corps in Korea. At the ECI test,
they should attain SC points cr more. 9 If the first selec-
tees do net receive admission from NPS and attain the
minimum scenes of the ECL test, they are skipped at the
final selection. Amcng the first selectees, the Education
Departiient decides the final selectees based en the
follcuinc data:
(a) Adnission from NPS.
(b) Sccre of the fcrmal ECL test.
9 A ainimum ECL score of 80 must be verified before
Invitational Travel Crders are issued. This is the require-
ment for management education at NPS. THis information
comes from " Postgraduate Education for Korean Officers."
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(c) Jesuit of interview.
(d) University grade.
(e) Fast performance and career.
E- AHAIISIS OF THE CCEEENT SYSTEM
lie purpose of this analysis is aimed to indicate
whether cr rot the current procedure of selection is ccirpat-
ihile vith the presert and future needs of the organization
in terns of management manpower.
Ihis aralysis consists cf two discussions. One discis-
sion deals with the extent cf efficiency cf the current
systen. Ihe other discussion aims to find out the prctlems
cf the current systen.
1 - lh§ l&±ida. ti en Analysis of the Selection Predictors
organizations use a wide variety of selection
instruments and procedure to assist in making selection
decisions iccluding tests, application blanks, interview,
and training and experience reguirement. Collectively,
these are known as predictors. Underlying the use cf
predictors is a definite strategy for influencing personnel/
human icsotrces cutccnes. Ihat strategy is to attempt iden-
tification and selection of these applicants most likely to
he effective employees. This predictors are used to assess
applicant's ability and motivation relative to the reguire-
ment and rewards of the job. Implementation of this strategy
reguires that the organization first investigate the
validity of predictcrs. This is accomplished through the
conduct cf validation studies [Ref- 6 J-
Validaticn refers to the procedures used fcr gath-
ering validity evidence about a predictor: the outccne of a
validation study indicates the degree to which the predictor
j^
is related to a personne I/hum an resource outcome. Such
infornaticn may be used tc decide whether to use the
predictor fcr selecting future job applicants [fief. 6].
Ihere are tv,c different approaches for performing
the validation study- concurrent and predictive validation.
She predictive validation method will be used to analyze the
priority of predictors of the current system.
Predictors are the university grades and ZC1 scores.
Criteria are the NPS first quarter grade, the NFS total
grade, acd the NFS graduate course grade.
A personnel manager may wish tc predict a prospec-
tive enployee's _;ob performance on the basis of his cr her
scores ci an employnent test. A method of analysis that
permits these predictions is called regression analysis
[fief. 8].
Ey the regression analysis, a correlation coeffi-
cient is ccnputed. Correlation coefficient is a statistical
indicator of the relationship between predictor and
criterion score. In validation study, it is also called the
validity coefficient. The symbol for the correlation ccef-
ficiert is r. Numerically, r values can range from r=-1.0
to r=+1.C- Ihe larger the value of r, the stronger the rela-
tionship between predictor and criterion [Eef. 6],
lable I and II show the results of the regression
analysis. 10
lc Korean students have received very low grades due to
the aisclute appraisal system cf university grades in Korea:
100-9C (A) , 8S-80 (Ej , 7S-70(C), 69-60 (D) , the minimum average
cf 67 scores is required for university graduation. this
systec is different from the relative appraisal system of
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2 • statistical Significance of The Relations hip fc e tw eea
Item
It is inportant that a criterion he practical in
terms of time, effort, and expense required tc collect
criterion data. If one were going to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of a college admission selection procedure, first
semester grade average would be a very practical
criterion- x *
If it is corcluded that the correlation reflects a
true relationship tie predictor can be used for selecting
future jet applicants £Eef. 6].
Ihe ranee of the statistical significance of the
relationship between the jredictor and tne critericr. is
different as the numter of cases change.
(1) The university grade has a strong relaticrship
Kith tie NFS first cuarter grade (r=0.7256) and the ZCL
score also has a strong relationship with tne NFS first
grade (r=0.6098)
.
(2) The university grade has a strong relationship
Kith the NTS total grade (r =0. 7745) and the ECL score has a
moderate relationship (r=0. 3826) . The university grace has a
stronger relationship with the NFS total grade than the ECL
score. Therefore, tie priority of predictor significance is
as fellows; First, the university grade. Second, the IC1
score
.
(3) The university grade has a significant relation-
ship statistically vith the NPS graduate course grade:
strccc relationship (r=0.76 12). But, tne ECL score has a low
relationship statistically with the NPS graduate ccurse
grade (r=0.2884)
**frank S. McFENNA, A Self Instructional Erccram,
Educatrcral Method, Irc/Cnica"gc7~pT 1~f~
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(4) This study indicates that the mathematics grade
in the university suijects has a relatively high value in
predicting the scholastic success of the NPS education
(mathematics: r=0.4£73, English: r=0.2680, statistics:
r=0.0780 / economics: r=0.1117)
therefore, mathematical background is very iirccrtant
for increasing the grade of management education as well as
learning the quantitative problem-solving methods- This is
not surprising, giver that the mathematics courses cf the
Administrative Science Curriculum are business-oriented and
designed to give students the fundamental mathematics lack-
ground necessary for study in economics, statistics, and
operations research [let. 13].
(5) High schccl mathematics and English grades are
not significant in predicting the scholastic success. The
reasons are as follows: First, the validity is verj low
(English: r=-0.0727, mathematics: r=-0.2313 ). Second, the
high schccl level of Foiea was unequitable between rural and
urban areas. Therefore, the grades of the high scnccl
subjects do not have a high value in predicting the acaceuic
cerf crcance
.
3 . Eecisi on of Jew Cut ting Score and Grade
The results cf the validation analysis can he used
in the identifications cf cutting score and grade that would
result in higher NPS grades. Figure 3.2 shows guacrant
analysis which is used to help determine the new cutting EC1
score and university grade. The quadrant analysis is tasei
en the scattergram letween the university and NPS first
guarter grade, and the scattergram between the ECI test
score and N£S first guarter grade. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 shew
the scattergram between university grades and NFS first
guarter graces and the scattergram between ECL scores and











Figure 3-2 The Quadrant Analysis.
lie criterion is the hPS first quarter grades and
the predictors are university grades and ECL testing scores.
The horizontal line in the diagram represents NP£ first
guarter crades: Assume that these officers attained arcve
this horizontal lire are considered successful in the
academic performance as rated by the Education Department.
Assume that NPS first guarter grade changes from 3.0(E) to
3.6 in increments of C.1.
Ihe vertical line in the diagram represents the
cutting tcint on the university grade and LCL test score
where the officers scoring ahove this point -would he
predicted successful in the academic performance and
selected at the fira] selection decision. Assume that
university grade changes from 2.4 to 3.3 in increments of






























figure 3.3 Scattergiam between The University and NES Grades,
In figure 3.1 the number of officers who fell into
the different quadrant is given according to tne criterion
(NPS grade) and predictors (university grade and ECI test
score) . The accurateness of the predictions (X) made ty the
new cutting university grade and ECL test score is calcu-
lated ty applying the formula ccntained in table IV. Ihe
lase rate (¥) is calculated by applying the formula ccntained
in tatle IV. Ihe base rate is the proportion of applicacts
who wculd succeed cr the jot if tests were not used to
select them. If the tase rate approaches 50%, the selection
systeii demcrstra tes greater value [fief- 8].
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figure 3.4 Scattergraa between The ECI Scores and NES Grades.
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Validity, selection ratio, and rase rate act in
combination to deteriine the usefulness of a new predictor.
Ihe laylci-Russel labies 12 specify the percentage of
successful employees resulting from various combinations of
validity, selection ratio, and base rate £Ref. 6]. These
tables Eight be used to determine the new cutting score.
Therefore, the new cutting score will ne determined with the
use cf guadrant analysis data as well as the Taylor-F ussell
labies.
The best cutcifs for uriversity grade and ECI score
are decided by the fcllowing decision rule: The test cuteff
grade aid score are at the point, where the value (Y - Y) is
greatest, ard the success ratio (S) and selection ratic (NJ
are realistically reasonable within subjectively acceptable
value
.
(1) Assume that those officers who attain the NP5
average grade of 3.55 cr better are considered successful in
the academic cerfemance as rated by the Education
Department cf Korean nilitary Head-Quarters, the new cutting
university grade and ECL score should be applied tc the
selection of management education. The new cutting univer-
sity ciades of the applicants should be 3.0(B) cr better.
The new cutting ECL test scores of the applicants should be
90 cr better.
(2) Assume that those officers who attain the KPS
grade 3.3 (E+) or better were considered successful in the
acadenic performance as rated by the education department,
the new cutting university grade should be 2.7 cr tetter
and the ICI test cutting score should be 87 on better.
, .
\* E. C. Taylor and J. 1. Eussel, "The Relationship of
Validity Coefficients to the Practical Ef fecti veress of
Tests in Selection : Discussion and Tables," Journal of
Applied Psychology, 1S39, 23, pp. 565 - 578.
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(3) Assume that these officers who attain the NPS
grade 3.C(E) or better were considered successful ir. the
acadenic performance as rated by the education depar tment,
the new cutting university grade and ECI testing sccre would
be useless.
Overall, to increase the NPS academic perfcrmance of
Korean students, (1) The Education Department should recruit
and select the applicants who have attained higher univer-
sity grade and (2) The ECI test score should be increased by
reinfercing the training oi the Englisn language tircugh a
longer pericd of trairing.
1- I§£idin£ Selection Strategy
Jihen deciding the selection strategy, there are a
number of ways tc prcceed, (1) NPS reguirements {mininum)
,
(2) KuJtifle cutoff and (3) Multiple regression.
A ccmbinaticr of the nultiple cut-off and nultiple
regressicn approaches is cptimal. The multiple cut-eff
methed night be used initially to select individuals on
those variables where certain minimum levels of ability
are mancatcry. Follcwing this, the multiple regression
method nay then be used with the predictors to forecast
criterion status £Bef. 5 J.
• lil^t s trat eqy (KJS)
All the selectees must attain a minimum sccre cf 80
en the ECI test and receive the average yrade of the uriver-
sity. These minimum levels are reguired for the naragement
educaticr in NPS.
• ijeend strategy (nultiple cutoff)
lo increase the acadenic performance of management
educaticr in NPS, application cf the new ECI cutting sccre
and uriversity grade is desirable. All the selectees must
attain a score of 90 or more on the ECI test and
simultaneously receive a grade cf 3.0 or more at the
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university. If tie final selectees fall within this
categcry, they are tie most desirable applicants and cffer
the highest potential to achieve high academic performance
in the management education. If the number of final selec-
tees telcncing to this category are over or under the
required number of officers for the overseas education, the
third strategy should be applied to select the best appli-
cants .
• IklLd s trategy (nu lti ple regression)
The weights which enter into a multiple-regression
eguaticn are determined entirely by statistical considera-
tions. Predictors which have high correlations with
critericn performance and are relatively independent of
ether predictors are given the largest weights. Predictors
which have relatively low correlations with criterion
performance or are highly related to ether predictors are
given ccrrespondingl j smaller weights. Although the statis-
tical weightings are constant ror all individuals, the
predictor scores will vary widely from individual tc indi-
vidual. Hence it is possible for individuals with widely
differing profiles cf predictor scores to obtain identical
scores fcr the criterion being predicted. [Eef. 11]- Ihe
university crade and ECL score ty the results of the step-
wise regression are important for predicting the academic
performance in the management education. Therefore, the
following eguaticn is formulated by using the weights in tne
eguaticn between them and the NPS first quarter grade.
Y = -0.2C3 0.679X1 + 0.C19X2 (egn 3.1)
i (criterion score) is a function of the university
grade (X1) and ECI sccre (X2). If applicant receives higher
values of 1, he will he selected.
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The applicat icn of th€ three selection strategies
will eliminate the subjective selection decision fcr the
overseas educaticn aid increase the efficiency of the select
tion System.
C. EECBIEtl£ OF THE CURRENT
SCIOTICKS
SELECTION SYSTEM AN£ THE
Urder the current selection system, the Korean students
have attained very low grade compared with the ether
students in the last five years. The NPS grade distribution
study shews that the average grade 13 of the Administrative
Science students in the last rive years is 3.55. Eut, cut
ci the Korean studerts who have graduated from the NFS in
the last five years, only 10.6% of the students have
attained a grade higier than the average.
Tc increase the level of academic performance from the
overseas education, the problems of the current system mtst
he identified from the analysis of the current system and
elimirated through redesigning the selection.
The following factors provide a clarification of short-
comings cf the present system rased upon the results cf the
analysis.
1 . The Priority cf The Predi ctor s
Under the current system, the priority cf the
predictors are as fellows : first, EC1 testing scenes.
Second, interview results. Third, university grade. fourth,
past perfcrnance and career.
13 Ihe following is each year's average grade cf marace-
ment curriculum at NES: fall «78 - summer '79: 3-57; ' fall
•79 - summer '80: 3-55: fall '80 - summer '81: 3-54: fall
•81 - suirmer '32: 3.57; fall '82 - summer '83: 3.55. The
averace crade oi the five years is 3.55. This data comes
from n The N£S Grade listribution Study."
US
Eut, it has been found that the university grade is
core valid than the EC1 sccre in predicting the NP£ grade.
The jricrity of the predictors should be rearranged as
fcllcvs: first, ur.iversity grade and mathematics grade of
the uriversity subject. Second, ECL score. Third, interview
results, fourth, past perf cmance and career.
^ • 3il§*f: i§ £2 lesirable Cutting Stan dar d
Cnder the current selection system, the majority of
Koreax students whc have graduated from the maragement
educatior curriculum at the NfS attained a grade lower than
the his average. The same is true for the present students.
As the Education lepartment regard the high academic
perfcroarce of postgraduate level education as a good indi-
cator of an effective manager, application of the new-
cutting sccre and grade as the standard of selection might
increase the academic performance of the Korean studer.ts. If
the Education Department warts to apply the new cutting
score as the selection standard of management educatior, the
new selection system of candidates should be designed with
the ccmbiration of all the ether suggested ideas based en
the aralysis of the current system.
3. he Comprehensive Selection Strategy
Ihe Education Department regards the ECL sccre as
the first important factor for the overseas education selec-
tion. The ethers are only supplementary factors to increase
the identification of the desirable applicants. Therefore,
when selecting the applicant, a lot of subjective judgement
is activated to decide the selection strategy.
Eut, the amplication of the new selection strategy
rot crly eliminates the subjective decision of the selectcrs




low level and limited s ty le of the ECI test
Ihe fori of the ECI testing is centered u^cn
listening anility. But, speaxing, comprehension, and
writing anility as well as listening ability are alsc in^cn-
tant tc the Korean students. Furthermore, the validity of
ECL testing is relatively lewen than university grade tased
upon validity analysis and alicst all the Korean students
have had a difficult time in studying due to the English
language jrcblems.
Next factors must be considered to solve the English
language cncblems:
(1) The new style cf ECI test must he more cciipre-
hensive and valid than the present style. (2) The expansion
cf language training time: It is very difficult fen Kcnean
officers tc have spane time to increase English language
ability duning the negular duty time. Therefore, the
Education Department must provide a longer formal language
training time than the six months which is currently
alio v€d.
Ihe strength of English language training will
certainly increase the individual's chance of leanning and
understanding the essential thecny of management education.
5. kg Pes irable Process of Identifying Personal
Chanactenist ics
Ihe cornelaticn of ECL ^oint with the NFS finst
guarter grade: r=0.6467. ihe correlation of ECI point with
the MS total guarter grade: n=0.3828. The correlation cf
ICL pcint with the Nf£ gnaduate course grade: r=0.2684.
Ihe correlaticn of ECI point with the first guarter
grade is higher than the correlation of ECL point with the
total guarter grade. The ccnnelation cf ECL point with the
ftPS gnaduate course gnade is low.
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Ihe drop of the EC 1 correlation with the NPS tctal
grade aid graduate course grade may be explained by the
following reasons: (1) The subjects are more difficult as
the guarter of the school year progresses. (2) The level of
ICL test is not suitable with the educational level of NFS.
Ihe preceding two reasons are tne supplementary evidence for
changing the level arc style of the ECL test. (3) lack of
interest fcr management education and lack of incentive for
high perfcmance as the guarter increases due to the rela-
tively lew cutput cocpared with the student's effort.
Iherefore, tc eliminate the chance of education
failure and to increase the ^rade from management education,
desired selection piccedure should be designed tc identify
those officers who will become effective managers as well as
those whe are likely tc achieve outstanding acadenic
performance.
IV- IIISCNAL C1ARJC2ERISTICS EOE IDEN1IIIING MANAGEMENT
P01O1IAI
Eanacement becomes any activity wnich involves leading
any grcuj: cf people toward the attainment or common otjec-
tives in any walk ci life [fief. 15]- Therefore, good
managers, ones who get the test out of their subordinates
and wlo thereby produce positive results for their organiza-
tions, are the >:eys to an organization's success [Eef. 16].
To ensure selection cf the best candidates for management
education, identification of personal characteristics of
effective managers is important. To increase the efficiency
cf managerial selection, first, the personal characteristics
cf a good manager must he defined. Second, the assessment
method fcr identifying the personal characteristics cf the
candidates should be designed.
A. EEESCNA1 CHAEACT EEIS1ICS CE EEFECTIVE MANAGES
Eirst, good managers care about institutional fewer and
use it tc stimulate their employees to be more productive.
Cf the nanacerial tjres, the institutional manager is the
Host successful in creating an effective work climate.
Also, this kind of aanager creates high morale because he
produces the greatest sense cf organizational clarity and
team spirit. The institutional managers have five najor
personal characteristics:
(1) Ihey are more organization-minded; They tend tc join
more organization and to feel responsible fcr building uf an
effective wcrk climate. (2) Ihey like to work; Eecple who
have a high need tc achieve like to get out cf work by
tecomirg mere efficient. But, managers wno have a need for
institutional power actually seem to like the discipline cf
fccrx. It satisfies their need for getting things acre in an
orderly way. F urthenmore, they relieve strongly in the
importance cf centralized authority. (3) They seen cuite
willing to sacriiice seme of their own self-interest for the
welfare cf the organization they serve. 44) They have a
keen sense cf justice. It is almost as if they feel that if
a person works hard ar.d sacrifices for the good of the crga-
rizaticn, he should and will get a just reward ior his
effort. (5) Maturity; Mature people can he most simply
described as less egotistic. Somehow their positive self-
inage is net at stake in what they are doing. They are less
defensive, more willing tc seek advice frcm experts, ana
have a larger range view [fief- 16].
Second , the more fully human organization is distin-
guished frcn a machine and recognized as a structured cemti-
naticn cf self-ccnscicus, self -determining individuals, the
core significant beccmes the role of the leader in huaan
organization (Ref. 2*. furthermore, in view cf the courting
problems cf the crganizations today, the leaders must have
following personal characteristics: (1) A great need of
human understanding, (2) A capacity for introspection, (3)
Intuitive integrity, (4) A sense of total responsibility,
(5) Ccurage (6) Decisiveness, and (7) A desire for acccm-
plishment [Eef. 2].
IhlL^f a list of desirable managerial traits in
describing and predicting managerial effectiveness includes
the fcllcwing: (1) Able to sustain defeat, (2) Alent, (3)
Ambitious, (4) Assertive, (5) Good judgement, (6)
Competitive, (7) Extncverted, (8) Fearful of failure, (9)
Group- oriented, (1C) Honest, (11) Intelligent, (12)
Mentally healthy, (13) Concrete, (14) Creative, (15)
Decisive, (16) Dedicated," (17) Dynamic (18) Emoticnally
stable, (19) Energetic, (20) Cptimistic and confident, (11)
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Fragniatic, (22) Predictable, (23) fieali ty-oriented, (24)
Self- ccrtrclled but defensive, and (25) Tolerant fcr frus-
traticc. These traits looks like displaying just abcut hunan
virtues [fief. 17 ].
Overall, effective mana gemeit involves a set of personal
characteristics which at least vary from situation to situ-
ation, and with the respect to people involved.
Conceptually, approaching the problem from this pcint of
view, it should be pcssinle tc arrive at some basic charac-
teristics necessary fcr effective management in the partic-
ular crgaiii zational situations. The particular situaticns
of the Kcrean military organization, which reguire urigue
demands en the effective managerial officers owirg tc the
growing complexity cf duties beyond the combat skills and
the iEtersive emphasis of the rationalized military crcaii-
zaticE, make many iaplicat ions fcr the military officers in
nanacerial positions.
Eecause of the particular situations of the Korean nili-
tary cr ganizations, the following characteristics play an
important rele in determining the effectiveness of a partic-
ular officer's job performance in managerial pcsiticis.
These sane characteristics are needed to ensure the high
acadenic performance cf managenent education at NPS.
1. A great need cf humar understanding: As the leader's
rele is tc gair responsibility from people, he must
in seme way relate tc them. There is no perscE mere
iipcrtant in a vast system of interrelations than the
ere at the tcp. In human organization the leader's
sensitive understanding cf human nature is more vital
tc his perfornance than any vast accumulaticr of
kr.cwledge or skills concerning science, technology,
statistics, cr abstract reasoning [Ref- 2]. Under
tie conscription system of the private group, this
characteristic is important for increasing the
understanding letweer personnel.
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2. Self-sacrifice: The effective managers seen cuite
willing to sacrifice scae of their own self-in terest
fcr the welfare of the organization they serve
[Bef- 16]» Ihis dees not refer to the officer's
readiness to sacrifice his life in a combat situ-
ation but rather his willingness to sacrifice scne of
his self-interest fcr the benefits of the organiza-
tion. This characteristic is necessary for tie nili-
tary manager who is responsible for making the
nilitary organizations sophisticated.
3. Keen sense of justice: Effective managers feel that
if a person wciks hard and sacrifices for the good of
the organization, he should and will get a just
reward for his effort. Moreover, managers who have a
need for institutional power actually like the disci-
pline of work. It satisfies tneir need for getting
things dote in an orderly way [fief. 16].
4. Adaptability: Effective leadership is the rehsvicr
which is most appropriate to the situation at the
time. Rather than assuming a predetermined leadership
nicde, the leader must respond to concurrently the
nature of the problems, the needs of his organiza-
tion, the interacting environmental forces, arc the
capatility cf all the individuals concerned
[Eef. 18]. Iherefore, the effective managers mist
have the sensitivity to understand the cnange arc the
atility to adatt to the changing requirements cf his
jcb. The effective manager usually has a high atility
tc adapt.
5. Bespcnsibilit y : The leader of human organization ir. a
free society is charged with the responsibility cf
developing a complex and coordinated systeir of.
responses froii many individual centers of reaction
ard initiative [Eef„ 2]. As the military personnel
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are reguirinc a more rationalized system ir v.hich
trey operate and are anticipating more complex and
diversified responses frcm their leaders due tc the
higher educational level of the military personnel
under the conscription system of the private group,
tie nilitary leaders have a great responsirilit y for
developing a complex and coordinated systen of
rational responses from the military personnel.
6- Strong desire for accomplishment: The military oper-
ates under difficult ard arduous working ccnditicns
cfcirg to tensions with North-Korea. Sometimes, nili-
tary personnel must perform duties within strict time
schedules even under difficult conditiors.
Accomplishment of these duties within prescribed time
schedules is critical for national security.
7. Tolerance for frustration and stress: This character-
istic is very important not only for increasing the
academic perfcrmance tut also for increasing the
efficiency of the military organization. Korean
students at NES usually experience high stress due to
language problems and extensive workload.
F trt hermore, a lot of stress and frustration push
upon the military managers during regular service
time. The anility of tolerance for frustration and
stress is ver] important characteristics of Korean
students for increasing tne academic perfcrmance as
well as for increasing the efficiency of the nilitary
crgarization.
8. Intuitive integrity: Not only does the effective
coordination cf the various parts of the business
depend on the conceptual skill of the administrators,
tut also does the whole future direction a,nd tore of
the organization [fief. 19].
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Alter the completion of management education, Kcrean
students are assigned to the special staff cf the
Head Quarters and become the individual managers or
important military units. It follows that intuitive
integrity is a critical factor for the effective
coordination cf the various .parts of the military
units as well as for the future direction cf the
military organizations.
9. Maturity: Mature people can be most simply described
as less egotistic. Somehow their positive self-image
is net at stake in what they are doing. Ihev are
less defensive, more willing to seek advice from
experts, and have a longer range view [fief. 16].
Itere are lets of communication problems tetkeer. the
nilitary personnel due to the highly authorit ar-ian
rules. Therefore, maturity is an important factor in
caking the nilitary a rational and sophisticated
organization.
10. Organization-minded: Good managers tend to join mere
organizations and to expand their individual power
for the .purpose of increasing organizational produc-
tivity by means of establishing effective work
climate. Especially, this characteristics of
organization-minded is very important for estab-
lishing effective and rationalized military system
under the transitional period of reorganization
.
E. EVAICA1ION METHOD Cf IDENTIFYING EEfiSOKAL
CEABACIEBISTICS
In order to identify good managers, the assessment data
cf managerial selection can he collected judgemently (e.g.,
interviews, ratings cf performance on situational test),
mechanically (e.g., paper and pencil tests), or in both ways
[fief. 5].
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Aicng paper and pencil tests, psychological test is nice
tool. Eut, all psychological testing should he properly
supervised and seme tests, such as projective tests, should
he adainistered enly hy gualified psychologists. In general,
interpretation of psychological test calls for a much higher
level cf professional skill, and a sizable number cf tests
should he interpreted only by gualified psychologists.
Personality tests, ir. particular, are subject to misuse in
the heeds cf the laynan 14 [Bef. 7 J. Furthermore, there is
eviderce that faking can take place on these guesticrr-aires,
and there is definitely no justification for a personnel
manager to utilize such a test [Bef. 20]. As far as this
writer is informed, the psychological tests have net yet
shown a high validity in the Kcrean military. They are under
the eaperimental stace due to the lack of the professional
skill anc the time ccrstraint. As a judgemental method, the
use cf interview and past performance are more useful and
expedient than the ether metned under the current system.
1 . Intervie v
Ihe interview, which has been called a "conversation
with a purpose," is used almost universally in the staffing
process [Eef. 7],
Iraditionally , oral tests have teen used for several
purposes : to test knowledge and skills; to evaluate
trainirg and experience; and to appraise personal gualities
[Eef. S1> [Eef. 7].
Key types of interviews are the depth interview, the
free associative interview, and the patterned interview,
lepth interview attenpts to develop evidence abcut deeper
14 Pcr a further discussion of who is gualified tc use
psyche Jocic al tests and for suggestions on how tc locate
qualified psychologists, see Wendell French, "Psychological
Testing: Some Problems and Solutions," Personnel
Administration, 29, pj. 19-24, March-April, 1966.
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aspects cf notivatici and personality. Ihe interpretation
cf depth interview, however, requires psychological lack-
grourc ard insight. In the free associative interview, the
interviewer needs experience and skill to follow the mean-
derircs of the applicants and to keep in mind the main
points that need to te covered so that the result will be
integrated and meaningful. A patterned interview provides a
highly structured, systematic guide serving as a stalls
Yardstick against which applicants may he measured. Such a
patterned interview will appeal particularly to tne manager
cr interviewer who li-kes an orderly, consistent approach in
which the time can te controlled and limited [Ref. 20].
Cverall, patterned interview seem to be more useful
and expediert than the ether method of interview due tc the
lack cf personal skill and time constraint.
McMurry [fief. 22] explains why the patterned inter-
view emilcyed with ether devices is likely to imprcve the
judgement of the interviewers : First, the interviewer works
from definite jcb specifications; he knows what qualities
each jet reguires. Second, he has a plan; he kr.cws what
guestiens tc ask. Third, he has been trained in the tech-
niques cf conducting an interview (i.e., he knows hew tc put
the candidates at ease, hew to make nim talk, and hew to
extract pertinent information) . Fourth, prior to the inter-
view, he has checked with outside sources ( previcus
employers, schools, etc.) and already knows a great deal
about the applicant. Fifth, he has a series of clinical
concepts (e.g., emotional immaturity) - which provide him
with a yard stick fci interpreting and evaluating the infer-
naticn obtained from the candidates. Sixth, the interviewer
himself has been carefully selected to assure that he has
adequate intelligence and is emotionally well-adjusted
[fief. 22]. Research en interview as a means of selection
has provided a wide range of results.
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As the irterview techniques tecaioe more systematized ace the
interviefcers better trained, consistently tetter results
viere reported. It is recommended practice that interviewers
take into account the various needs or the person teing
interviewed. This would include the needs for security,
telcn cingness, esteem, wholeness, and self-act uaiizaticn.
Orderly proceedings, cordiality, and the avoidance of unnec-
essary ecc-camaging events are ingredients found in the test
interviews. An applicant who is kept waiting unduly, treated
coldly, insulted, or given no information is likely to
display defensive behavior, sucn as anger or humiliation.
Ihe ill-will resulting from an unsatisfactory interview
could seriously affect relations with employees en the
community. Ihe conseguence of the interview, such as accept-
ance cr rejection of the applicant, will obviously have
important r amif icaticrs in need fulfillment.
The rating piccess of the interview is subject to
varices errors: First, leniency. Eaters tend to give candi-
dates tic benefits cf any doubt; it is common to find 6C -
£0 % rated as above average. Second, central tendency. His
error, as the name inplies, is the tendency for raters to
bunch their ratings ir the center of the scale and to avoid
the extremities. Third, Halo effect. If a candidates creates
a favorable impressicr by his excellence in one trait, he
may be rated well above average in every trait without
discr iniration. If he has created a bad impressicn in one
trait, raters may find it difficult to shake off that
impressicn when ratirg him en various other traits the
tendency toward halo increases as the number of traits to be
rated increases. Fourth/ stereotypes. This error results
when iaters base their ratings on the old type fallacy
£Eef. 21].
In the well designed patterned interview, the
Education Department can obtain a comprenensive picture of
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the candidate 1 s aptitudes, abilities, training experience,
personality, and characteristic traits as related tc the
positicr fcr which he is being considered.
2 * Appraisal of last Perf crmance
£erf or mance appraisal is the systematic description
cf iidividual job-relevant strengths and weakness. Such
infornaticn is useful in a variety of contents: As a fcasis
for perscnrel decisions, as a criterion in personnel
research, as a predictor of future performance, as an aid in
establishing training objectives, and as a personnel devel-
opment tccl.
performance iieasures can be classified into two
general types: Orjective and subjective. Objective perform-
ance iieasures include production data as well as personnel
data £E€i. £ ].
Officers have several key records cf past perform-
ance through the military service. Therefore, objective
perfcrmarce measures can be used to evaluate the past
perf or nances of officers for the purpose of identifying the
personal characteristics of effective managers. In differen-
tiating officers for a specific privilege, the records or
past performance can re used as an important dif f erent iatirg
factcr fcr comparing candidates against one another. As key
records cf past performance fcr identifying the successful
officers fcr higher academic grade, the following can be
taken into accounts: (1) EC (Officer's Basic Course) grade.
(2) CAC grade. (3) She Grade cf the other uilitary school.
As key records of past performance for identifying
the tetter future manager, each candidate's past perfornance
in a leadership role can be taken into consideration.
Objective measures focus not on behavior, tut rather
en the outcomes or results cf behavior. Admittedly there
will te seme degree cf overlap between behavior and results,
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tut the two aie cualit ati veiy different. Therefore,
although orjective measures of performance are intuitively
attractive, theoretical and practical limitations often make
them unsuitable £Ref- 5]. Cn this point, objective method
cf past performance appraisal can be used cy the Education
Department cf Korea irilitary as supplemental device tc the
results of of the irterview (appraisal can serve as the
criteria in personal research: the validation of the inter-
view results). Especially, the results of past performance
can he used to identifying the following characteristics
among tre desirable personal characteristics mentioned
previous: (1) The degree of responsibility, (2) Desire for
accomplishment
, {3) Crganizaticn-minded, and (4) Iclerance
for frustration and stress.
Overall., the Education Department must utili2€ the
interview and appraisal of past performance as the identifi-
cation tccl of the effective manager and student. If the
Education Departnent use the interview and appraisal cf past
performance as the differentiating device for comparing
candidates for management education as well as the deciding
standard for general education selection, the identification
cf desirable personal characteristics as a effective manacer
can re increased.
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V- EESIGM OF REJI SELECTION MO DEI
A. NEW FAC20BS OF lliCBEASING THE EFFICIENCY OF SEIECIION
fBCCIEOFE
Cn the basis cf what has teen discussed up tc this
point, the following factors seem to have an important rcle
in increasing the efficiency cf the selection process:
1 • Educational Eackgro und
tost investigators reported that preparatory school
grades were good predictors cf scholastic grades. Among the
educational back grounds, the inportant correlation with MS
grades is as follows:
First, the university grade nas a strong relationship With
NPS first guarter grace (r=0.7256).
Second, the mathematics and English grades shew a relatively
higner relationship uith U£S first quarter grade than the
statistics and economics grades (mathematics: r=G.^813,
English: n=0.2680, economics: r=0.1117, statistics:
r=O.C760) .
Third, high school giades by subjects area are useless as
predictors due tc ver} low validity with NPS grade. (mathe-
matics grade: r = -0. 2^-13, English grade: r=-0-0727).
Strength in mathematics and English training will
certainly increase the individual's chance of acquiring
analytical ability and in learning the guantitative metheds
cf prctlem solving hhich are necessary for today's manager
in a technical profession. These managerial skills are
probably ohtainatle only through normal education.
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2 • £§s t Per for marce Appraisal
Ihe current selection procedure takes into account
the cast performance only as a determinative standard. Eut,
in considering officers for a specific privilege, the reccrd
cf fast performance can be used as an important dif f erer.ting
factcr fcr comparing candidates against one another.
As a key reccrd of past performance for identifying
the successful officers for higher academic opportunities
the fcllcwirgs can he taken into account: OAC (officer's
advanced course in Kcrea) score, and the academic perform-
ance at the other military schools.
As a key reccrd of past performance for identifying
the tetter future maragers, each candidate's past perform-
ance in a leadership role can re taken into consideration.
-• Interned In teryiew
A patterned interview jrcvides a highly structured,
systenatic guide serving as a stable yardstick against which
applicants may be measured. Such a patterned interview will
appeal particularly to the canager who likes an crderly,
consistent approach in which the time can be controlled ard
limited [fief. 20 ]-
Ihe patterned interview procedure utilizes a form
for obtaining and recording information about seven areas:
previous experience, training, manner and appearance, soci-
ability, emotional stability, maturity, and leadership
capacity [fief- 23]. Therefore, In the well designed
patterned interview, the Education Department can cttain a
comprehensive irforaaticn about the candidate's leLSonal
characteristics as related to the management education.
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4 • Jibyal Se lect icn Opportunity
lhcse officers who really have the desire aid a
greater potential for tecoming competent managers aie occa-
sionally overlooked ly the Education Department because of
poor cemmun ica ticn systems. Therefore, Communication with
qualified officers is necessary as it increases opportunity
to eligible and willirg officers to apply for management
education and also increase the organization's possihility
cf maiinc a better chcice of available officers.
In the case ci the U.S. Navy selection, 15 a selec-
tion heard is convened annually to select officers rased, on
professional performance, academic background and ability.
Selection is restricted to quotas which reflect the Navy's
requirements in the varicus fields of study available.
Officers are notified of selection by official correspon-
dence at tie earliest possible time after the selection
hoard meets out.
Ihrough communicating with all officers, The Korean
nilitary can eliminate the problem of overlocKing qualified
officers.
-• Coed Plans of Career Path
Careers develop in response to interactions with
ethers and also in relation to developing environments.
Hence, it is useful to consider jobs as changing functions
within clanging systems, rather than as static ruegs en the
ladder cf success £Ref. 18].
Khen the individual's values and career goals mesh
Kith the organization's needs and goals, an effective inte-
gration cf the individual and the organization can occur.
Cnder these ideal conditions, the individual is motivated to
ls Acadeiiic Year 1S84 Catalog, Naval Postgraduate schcel,
75th, Anniversary, 1S64.
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develop the abilities and skills necessary to take 01 new
jobs in the organization and the organization is iikely to
respcnd ty providing the individual with the kinds of devel-
opmental effort unities he needs. On the other hand, when
individual/ crganizaticnal needs and goals conflict, employee
dissatisfaction and organizational ineffectiveness are
likely tc result [Bef. 5].
Iherefore, fcor assessment of the the individual's
caparilities and career gcals (either overestimaticr cr
underestimation) by the organization freguently leads to
problems fcr both parties. High-potential people nay ret be
develctec and lo vi-pc tential people may be assigned jets they
cannct handle. Both types of errors lead directly tc high
turnover, dissatisfaction, and feeling of frustration
[Ref. 5].
In crder tc do career planning completely, thzee
steps are reguired :
first, determine hew the person should behave whei. he
reaches the jobs for which he is being prepared. Ihcrough
job araljsis, with special eirphasis on em flcyee-deter niied
changes, is fundamental to this process.
Second, determine whether the person has the capability to
develcf the kinds cf behaviors that will be needed fcr the
career plan. This implies a systematic approach tc the
assessment cf response aptitudes (e.g., through testing or
assessment center procedures).
Ihird, determine whether the individual wants to learn the
reguired ne* behaviors and whether the career plan tnat the
organizaticn is considering is congruent with the individu-
al's cwn plan £Ref. 5^.
In support of career flans that the organizaticn is
considering, the high potential officers must be extcsed to
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the academic opportunities that will benefit the career
flan .
6 • lk£ A££ii£§ii^£ Q± ]*£!£ Selection S trateg y
Dnder the current selection system, the majority cf Kcrean
students whc graduate from the management curriculum at NPS
are dcinc sc with belcw average grades. Therefore, applying
the new selection strategy as the standard of selection nay
serve tc increase the academic performance of ma lagement
education at NPS.
E. MEW EE1ECTICM HO £11
Ir crder to meet the management education objectives,
all new factors have been ccmbined to rorm the primary
criteria cf the effectiveness of management education
program in the Korean military. It should be renenrered
that this study is piimarily concerned with the selection
procedure cf management education and that the effectiveness
of the management education prcgram is contingent upcn the
test selection of candidates.
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A critical point in any manpower system in a n organiza-
tion must lie in the relationship between selection and
develct irent . It is guite obvious that the needs of the orga-
nization dictate whether or not certain selection trccedures
are acre efficient than simply taking a man of the floor and
attempting to develop him [Eef. 24]. Therefore, the selec-
tion nodel (table VIII) is intended to represent definite
and detailed selection procedures for the purpose of
increasing the efficiency of selection process. Ihe main
steps of a selection model which contain suitable eleirents
for achieving the objective of the particular steps, will be
discussed and described.
1 * 2k£ Recesses of Recruiting Hi^hli £u slili^d
Candidates
a. Good Plans of Career Path for The Overseas
Education Ofnicens
When the individuals values and career coals
mesh fcith the organization's needs and goals, an effective
integration of the individual and the organization can
occur. Dnder these ideal conditions, the individual is
motivated to develop the abilities and skills necessary to
take en new jobs in the organization and the organization is
likely to respond by providing the individual with the kinds
cf developmental opportunities he needs [Eef. 5].
Therefcre, in support cf career plans that the organization
is considering, the high-potential officers must be exposed
to the academic opportunities that will benefit the career
flan .
t. Communication with All the Qualified Officers
Communications v»itb all the qualified officers
is an inpcrtant for decreasing the resentments of these
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groups of officers vie may believe they are deprived ci a
good career development opportunity- Ihe U.S. Navy 16 has
guite eliminated alirost the problem discussed in the
preceding paragraphs, through asking all its officers who
desire Kav} funded postgraduate education to indicate or
update tteii curricula preference annually.
c. Application Blanks from the Applicants
Ihe purjese of the amplication blank is to secure desired
infomaticn from an applicant in a form convenient fcr eval-
uating the applicant's gualifications [Eef. 7].
When the Iducaticn Department wants to check the
general gua ]if icatiors of the applicants, the application
blanks can he used as a preliminary screening device as well
as fcr gathering general background data for predicting the
successful acadeiric performance cf overseas education.
Overall, these three processes are necessary
hecause it gives an egual opportunity to every eligitle and
willing officer to atply for nanagement education and it
also increase the crganizaticn f s possibility of makir.g a
tetter choice from the available officers.
z . Lata Selection for the First Selection
Ihe objective of this part is to collect a let of
data for selecting high-potential candidates.
a. Check for Test Qualifications
C) 9.hQ Education. Ensuring that the
applicants must have finished the OAC education.
16 Acadenic Year 1S84 Catalog- Naval Postgraduate Sctocl,
75th Anniversary, pp. 6 - 12, 1984.
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(2) Company ^e vel cf Commander. Ensuring that
the candidates have completed the company level ccmmander
prior to the scheduled formal education period.
(3) Ulii^irsitx Grade and University Subject
Grade. A baccalaureate degree with arcve
average grades is leguired. Completion of at least two
semesters cf college algebra cr trigonometry is considered
to te tie ninimum mathematical preparation. 17
The applicant must have at least the grade
average cf the university. Ee must have 3.0 or tetter in
mathenat ics, English, economics, and statistics.
{^) Clear Service Record. No instarces of
judicial punishment during his nilitary service.
(5) Past Pe rfo rmance. The ratings of his past
performance are niddle cr above.
1. Initial ICL Test
TO check the English comprehension level ci the
candidates, the candidates must take the initial HCI test
given by the Education Department. The testing style must be
comprehensive to include evaluation of listening, comprenen-
sion , and writing skills.
c. Appraisal cf Past Performance and Interview
This prccess will meet the objective of
assessing the desired personal characteristics in candi-
dates .
0) A££i§isal of Past Per formance.
Performance appraisal is the systematic description cf indi-
vidual jcb strengths and weaknesses. Such information is
useful in a variety cf contexts : as a basis for personnel
decisions, as a criterion in personnel research, as a
17 See fcctnote 16
predictor cf future performance, as an aid in establishing
training objectives, and as a personnel development tcol
[fief- 5]. Ihe applicant's scores in the following catego-
ries of cast performance appraisals must he within the
acceptable limites fcx advanced education.
Ihe grade cf OAC education: The OAC grade of the cardidates
must re cf the "A" grade group. 18
Ihe performance level of the company level leader: the level
of the cast performance in a leadership role must belcrg to
the middle cr above group.
Ihe tctal level cf tie past performance : the total level of
the past performance of the candidates must belong tc the
middle cr arcve group.
BY the analysis of past performance, the
Education Department must identify the characteristics of
good managers and the high academic performance potential cf
candidates. Under this contexts, the Education Department
can use the data of the past performance as the differenti-
ating device of the candidates' characteristics.
(2) Patterned Interview. The basic purpose of
the patterned interview is tc collect the informaticr from
the applicants. Through the patterned interview, it is
possible tc make an assessment or characteristics in vnich
appraisals cf past performances fall short. It shculd be
emphasized that the Education Department must do its test in
identifying the personal characteristics of candidates *hich
indicate potentially successful managers.
It will be a beneficial effort tc the
organization not cnl} for the purpose of improving the
selecticr for maragement education, but also for the purpose
ie 3he top 30?? of all officers attending the CAC educa-
tion is rated the "A" grade. CAC: officers* advanced course
(Korea)
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ex increasing the benefits tc the organization after the
formal education.
The combined informations from the ampli-
cation flank, appraisal of past performance, and interview
will re ised as the key of screening the extremely inappro-
priate applicants for the formal education.
2 . first Selection
Ihe Education Department will select the reguired
rumber cf applicants rased en the selected data about candi-
dates. Ihree times the nucter of required applicants are
selected during the first selection. In the first selec-
tion, the Education Department should be on the rasis of
the standing of candidates in the list of the past perform-
ance ard interview secies. If the candidates come up to be
in the inappropriate categcry of the personal characteris-
tics, such candidates will re skipped. In fact, human
hehavicr has been considered toe complex to he scaled alcng
a few dinensions and then rated [Eef. 25 J. Therefore, only
the extreme cases cf inappr cpriateness can be relied en with
certaint} when the Education Department screens the candi-
dates by the perscnal characteristics at the first
selection.
After eliminating inappropriate candidates, the
first end third strategy ameng the new selection strategies
should he applied to select the three times of the reguired
number cf applicants.
All the first selectees must attain a minimuir score
cf 8C on the initial IC1 test and receive the average grade
cf the university (first strategy). If the first selectees
belonging tc this category are over the three times cf the
reguired number of officers, the third strategy will be
applied. The following eguation will be used tc the
selection device.
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Y= -0.203 + 0.679X1 + 0.019x2 {egn 5.1)
Y (criterion sccre) is a function of the university
grade (11) and the IC1 score (X2) . If applicant receives
higher values of Y, he will he selected. After the decision
cf tie first selection, all the first selectees should
receive th€ language training for six months. After the
completion cf the language training, all the first selectees
should take the forual ECI test given by the Education
Eepartmert cf the U.S. 8th Cores in Korea.
*•• jj-g aj: Select ion
Rith respect to final selection, the Education
Eepartnert should rescrt to the additional achievement data
(i.e., the results cf the nilitary language school, the
formal ECI scores, and the acceptance from the NPS) . Eirst,
if the cardidates are not accented by NPS, they will net he
considered candidates. If the candidates do not attain the
reguired scores of formal ECI tests, they will alsc be
skipped. With these two eliminations, the Education
Eepartnert should select the final candidates by the ampli-
cation cf the second and third strategies.
All the final selectees must attain the new cutting
score cf SO or more en the formal ECL test and simultane-
ously receive the cutting grade of 3.0 or more at the
university. If the number of final selectees belcr^iig to
this category are over or under the reguired number cf offi-
cers for the overseas management education, the third selec-




This study was aimed at evaluating the priority cf the
predictors, designing identification method of personal
characteristics for nanagenent education, and making the
comprelersi ve selecticn strategy to increase the pctectial
tenefits fcr the military organizations as well as to
increase the academic performance from the overseas educa-
tion. As a result cf this study, a new selection model *as
proposed. The proposed selection model which ccrsisted of
the detailed selecticn process is applicable for selection
cf Kciean officers fcr postgraduate education in mar.agenert.
lt-e critical results of this study will be summarized as
fclicks:
lie university grade has a stronger relationship with
NPS grade than the ECI test score. Mathematics and English
grade among the sp€Ctrum cf university subjects ctserved
have relatively high correlaticns with NJ?S grade.
Ire utilization cf the application blanks, the appraisal
cf past performance, and the patterned interview can te the
identification tool fcr the effective manager as well as fcr
the good student arc can contribute considerably to the
effective selection cf the highly qualified officers for
nanagenent education.
The first strategy is important for providing the stan-
dard cf tte first selection. All the selectees must attain
a mirimum score of 80 on the ECL test and receive the
average grade of the university.
The second strategy is important for providing the Stan-
card ci selecting the applicants who can attain outstanding
scholastic performance. All the final selectees should
attain a sccre of 90 cr more (English training between first
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and final screen is critical if formal ECL scores art to
increase) cr the ECI test and simultaneously receive a grade
cf 3.C cr acre at the university.
Tie third strategy is important for obtaining the
required nuirber cf officers for management education at the
first and final selection. If the number of first and final
selectees are over or under the required number of cfficers
for cverseas ecucaticn, the following equation can be
applied to cttain the required number of officers.
Y= -0.203 + 0-679X1 + 0.019X2 (egn 6.1)
i (criterion score) is the function of the university
grade (X1) and EC1 sccre(X2). The constant numbers cf the
equation are the recressicn ccef ficients. If applicant
receives higher value of Y, he will be selected.
Eefore terminating this study, several recommendations
about the proposed selection mcdel will be mentioned.
first, the application of the new selection strategy not
cnly elininates the subjective decisions of the selectcrs
tut also decreases tie complaints of those not selected for
cverseas ecucaticn.
Seccnd, the confined information from the application
flanks, the appraisal cf past performance, and the interview
can be used as the key for screening out extremely unquali-
fied applicants bastd en the personal characteristics for
iranagemer.t education.
Third, this analytical approach provides the general
basis fcr redesigning ether selection systems.
fcurth, good career plans for overseas education cffi-
cers shculd support the amplication of the jzrejosed
selecticr system.
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Pifti, English language and mathematics training can
increase tie individual 's chance of learning and under-
standing the essential theory cf management education.
Siati, The Education Department can make systematic and
rational selection decisions ry the application cf the
tropesed model.
Seventh, scientific methods utilizing a different
approach for evaluation of the personal characteristics
should te designed arc applied.
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UNIV # K:i,FIRQ,!IOT,SIAT,ENG # MAlH #
ECO, EING,HMAIE,GEAD
UNIV, university grade/
ECL, English comprehension score/
EIBQ, NPS first guarter grade/
101, M>S total average grade/
STAT/ university statistics grade/
ENG, university English grade/
MATH, university mathematics grade/
ECO, university economics grade/
HENG, high schccl English grade/
EMATE, high school mathematics grade/







6{1x,J4.2) , 2x,E4. 2)
missiig values STAT (-1) ,ENG (-2) , MATH (-3) , ECO (-4) ,
HENG (-5) ,HMATH (-6) , UN1V i~7)
read input data
scattercran FIEG (2,4} v ith UNIV(2,4) /
FIRQ(2,4) with £01(70,100)
option 2 4 5 6 7
statistics all
new regression descriptive s/missing=meansuhstituticE/
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P <e-S€ 8 />p
i£IIN£IX c
lilA FOB IBIS STUDY.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) P) (8) (9) (10) (11)
2.61 SO 2.93 2. 98 3.00 3.29 1.67 3.00 4.00 2.67 3.C2
3.07 96 3.94 3.65 2.00 2.67 3.50 3.50 2.00 2. 00 3.5 6
2.42 88 2.90 3. 21 2.00 3.0C 3.00 3.00 2.75 3.33 3.25
3. 19 100 3.82 3.47 1.00 4.00 4.00 3. JO 4-00 3.67 2-39
2.88 so 3.18 3. 1S 2.00 2.50 4.00 4.00 2.67 4.00 3. 1 S
3.05 97 3.53 3.46 2.00 3.57 3.00 4.00 3.67 3.00 3.46
2. S2 £6 3.33 3.4S 3.00 2.50 3.00 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.48
2.7S 92 3.67 3.51 3.50 3.00 3.00 3.00 3-50 3-00 2.44
3-OC 81 3.33 3.37 3.00 2.75 4.00 3.0 4.00 4.00 3.35
2.71 81 3.35 3.34 3.00 3 .00 2.33 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.35
2.65 80 3.00 3.2 9 2.00 3.0C 3.00 2-50 2.75 3.67 3.32
2.50 83 3.15 3. 12 3.00 2.67 2.50 3-00 4.00 2-GS
2.45 83 3.00 3. 12 2.00 2.30 2.33 4.00 3.33 4.00 3- 15
3.22 81 3.28 3. 53 3.00 3.81 4.00 4.00 3.70 3.33 3-62
2.74 c 5 3.37 3.31 3.00 3.81 3.00 2.00 3-00 2.50 3.32
X S3 3.27 3.34 X X X X X X 3.21
X 86 3. 10 3. 18 X X X X X X 3.2C
X 94 3.68 3.56 X X X X X X 3.52
X 92 3.13 3.23 X X X X X X 2.25
3.2 1 92 3.69 X 3.00 3.30 4-00 3-00 3.30 4.00 X
3.0C 93 3.64 X 3.00 3.30 3.00 3-00 3.50 3.67 X
2.95 91 3. 14 X 3.00 3.0C 3.00 2.00 3. 17 3.00 X
3.20 88 3.51 X 3-00 3.0C 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.67 X
2.82 81 3.45 X 4.00 2. 10 3.75 2.00 3.17 4. 00 X
2.68 83 3.06 X 2.00 2.75 3.20 2.00 4.00 4.00 X
21 " cJ. _ 25 19 I 1 2 1 21 21 21 21 19
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(1) ^Diversity grade
(2) Sccze c£ English comprehension level test
(3) MPS first guartei grade
(4) fcfS tctal averace grade
(5) University statistics grade
(6) University English grade
(7) University matheaatics grade
(8) Criversity econcnics grade
(9) Eigh school English grade
(10) High school mathematics grade
{11) N££ graduate course grade
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